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Abstract

In engineering environments the support of teamwork is a basic feature which is often not addressed by the design of so-called non-standard database systems (NDBS). First attempts to support cooperation were made by the definition of nested transactions, design transactions, etc. which modify the transaction's inherent ACID-principle. Observation of the ACID-principle guarantees the logical single user mode and isolation which encapsulates the work of the various users: this mode is the contrary of teamwork and cooperation, i.e. the designers of one team work in parallel, use unreliable data and they are aware of both these facts. Thus, we need a system which controls the cooperation by keeping track of data dependencies, rather than a system simulating single user mode.

The use of unreliable data (belonging to one design object) is forced by the long duration of design processes. Accordingly, the objects have to be made accessible at special design states leading to versions of the objects, which provide different features based on their design state. These features are in general a subset of the features which should be provided by the final design object. Introducing these features (and means to detect and control them) into the DBMS gives us a notion of consistency in terms of correctness or completeness of design objects, i.e. a design object is consistent if it contains at least one version which provides all features specified as the design goal. Furthermore, each subset of the features itemizes a distinct level of consistency. Therefore, cooperation takes place by providing and using object versions along with their features, i.e. at different consistency levels. Hence, cooperation control can be focused on controlling object versions and usage relations among them. Thereby, obeying the consistency levels which are provided and which are demanded. Using these consistency levels for conflict detection and resolution leads to meaningful cooperation control.

In this paper we introduce a version model as basis for the support of teamwork. Versions comprise the data belonging to one (complex) design object valid at a particular design state. Furthermore, we introduce the notion of feature sets which we use as a means to detect, achieve, and control the consistency of object versions. We demonstrate which functionality has to be added to the database management system in order to support cooperation.

1. Introduction & Motivation

With the success of database management systems (DBMS) supporting commercial or business environments much effort has been invested into the integration of these systems into a wider range of applications, such as VLSI-design, software engineering, office automation, computer aided design, computer aided manufacturing, etc. This is because they provide

- multi user mode and
- fault tolerance (recovery mechanisms).

However, an investigation of these various approaches has shown that the data definition and manipulation capabilities of the conventional DBS are not powerful enough to satisfy the new requirements [Sid80, Hart83, Hart89], such as long fields, complex objects, recursion, etc. in an appropriate fashion.

Therefore, in the last few years advanced DBS have been developed which cover these modeling issues by some kind of object orientation [Ditt88]. However, the main features of these new systems concentrate on data definition and data manipulation. The new requirements occurring in engineering applications in the fields of multi user mode and recovery mechanisms, such as

- communication and cooperation among designers (teamwork) and
- long duration of design processes,

are often not addressed. For that matter, they are also not adequately satisfied by these enhanced DBS. However, multiple changes of the transaction concept [Beer88, Davi78, Ditt87, Kim84, Klah85, Weik84] have been proposed, because conventional transactions follow the so-called ACID-principle [Hart83], which is in some sense contrary to the above mentioned requirements (atomicity vs. long duration and isolation vs. teamwork). Even the aspect of consistency provided by conventional transactions is more a postulate than it is a guarantee and therefore it is not useful in design environments.

The conflict between the transaction concept and the requirements of engineering design processes is essentially based on the totally different environments they belong to. In business applications, transactions serve as a means to simulate "single user mode" in an automatic manner, i.e. transactions are either completely executed or they have no effect on the database. Furthermore, a schedule of transactions will be correctly synchronized if, and only if a sequence of these transactions producing the same result exists. These basic fundamentals of the transaction concept are not present in engineering design environments. An engineering design process [Banc85, Kett87, Kort87, Lorie83, Rant89, Rehm88, Liem90] is not atomic. Firstly, in the event of a failure it is not appropriate to backtrack many day's work in order to get "all" or "nothing". Secondly, a sequential schedule of design processes is in opposition to teamwork, i.e. cooperation. A designer cooperates with other designers by accepting hints from them, how his own design should proceed and by giving hints to them as to what features of their design are important or useful for his own work. Therefore, the exchange of uncommitted (i.e. incomplete or inconsistent) information about the design is a definite requirement for cooperation. In order to control the cooperation process [Fisc89, Ditt87, Vash90, Nodi90, Skar90], we have to provide a means for the description of "consistency levels", i.e. of "inconsistent or incomplete" design objects. We do this by the notion of "features" of design objects and design object versions. For the moment you can think of "features" like the specific-
tion of interfaces for example in the area of software engineering. The features specified by a design object describe the goal of the design, i.e. all modules along with their interfaces. Each version of the design object provides only the subset of features (i.e. only those interfaces) which are actually implemented. Furthermore, other detailed information about the actual implementation which might be useful for the users of the interfaces, i.e. a more detailed description of the value range of parameters supported by the actual implementation or some information about applied tests to the module. Thus, each version of the design object represents a certain design stage itemized by the features of the version.

Furthermore, we have to redefine the notion of "conflict" known from traditional transaction models. E.g. a conflict w.r.t. cooperation arises, when features of a design object are altered (i.e. when interfaces are changed), which were actually required by other designers. As a consequence, the conflict resolution strategies chosen in traditional transaction models in order to guarantee a sequential schedule are not appropriate for design processes: in the event of a conflict, the designers have to come to some agreement as to how the whole design should proceed (i.e. how the interfaces should really look like). Thus, the conflict resolution must be made by the designers themselves. Our proposed database system accepts the result of the conflict resolution, performs the appropriate actions, and keeps track of all these actions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a little bit of the flavor of how design is done. We first introduce some principles of design organization and sketch the basic schedule of a design process. Then we give a short overview of a related processing model in a server/workstation environment. Section 3 introduces the framework for cooperation control. We start with the description of the version model which allows the definition of complex object versions as well as the definition of features of these versions. Since these features describe the design state of the versions, we can use them to control cooperation. This is shown in section 3.2. We close with a summary and an outlook to our future work.

2. Basic principles of design

Complex engineering objects, e.g. a complex program in the area of software engineering or a chip in the area of VLSI design are designed by a group of people, who work cooperatively rather than competitively. Each member of the group works on a single part of the whole design object. The design process lasts for hours, days, or weeks. During the design process the designer produces states of the design object as special steps of the design stage. These design states are represented in the DBS as versions of the object. While working on an object, e.g. a module or the cpu, the designer wants to control whether another designer may or may not see a use version of it. On the other hand, he wants to see (get some information about the work of other designers) and perhaps to use versions of objects (i.e. integrate them in his own work), which are currently under design by his colleagues. Furthermore, he wants to get some ideas as to what parts of the design are relatively stable and what parts are (at this point in time) still in the drafting phase, i.e. he needs to know, what features (what interfaces are realized, and what interfaces are only realized by "dummies"?), what tests have been applied?, what input is for the actual realization appropriate, and what input will produce failures?, etc.) are currently provided by the design object (i.e. of particular versions of the design object) at the current design state. However, each designer knows that he is working with "unreliable" data, which are continuously being changed by colleagues. Therefore, in order to organize his own work he needs to know

- how reliable the data are,
- what features the data offers (at a certain design state),
- who is designing that piece of work.

Furthermore, he must have the assurance, that the data are stable during the period over which he uses them. In the following two subsections, we will detail this view of design with regard to the organizational and executional aspects.

2.1 A logical view to design processes

In order to achieve the goals mentioned above, we have to take a closer look at how design is organized. The design, e.g. of a chip, is a very complex task. So, this design task is (recursively) divided into a number of simpler design tasks (subtasks) forming a design task hierarchy

In our example (cf. Fig. 2.1), the design of a chip might be divided into a number of subtasks, e.g. the design of a cpu and the design of a memory. Both subtasks share a common subtask for the design of a bus. Furthermore, a floating-point unit is integrated into the cpu. The division of the design tasks in subtasks implies two major aspects:

- design object decomposition

As mentioned above, the result of each design task is a so-called design object (DO), e.g. representing a chip in the area of VLSI design. The design object associated with a specific design task is the composition of the DO of this task itself and the DO of each of its subtasks. In our example, a chip is the composition of a cpu, a memory, a bus and a floating point unit. Therefore, the design task hierarchy describes the schema or in some sense the methodology of how to design a chip. The (composite) DO are instances of this schema. Furthermore, the design task hierarchy serves us as a structured and application-oriented view of the teams of designers assigned to the design tasks. Generally speaking, each designer has to cooperate with the designers assigned to the direct predecessors and the direct successors of his own design task. In our example the designer of the memory has to cooperate and therefore to communicate with the designers of the chip itself and the designer of the bus, but not with the other designers involved in the whole design task.

- cooperative work

All subtasks within a design task hierarchy can be performed in parallel. However, the resulting DO must fit together, i.e. the subtasks of one specific design task have to exchange information about their DO in order to build up the composite DO. Due to the long duration of the design process the designers have to make intermediate results of their design (i.e. versions of their DO) accessible for their colleagues. However, these versions have to be meaningful for the colleagues, i.e. the versions have to provide the consistency level they belong to. Fig. 2.2 depicts an example of a design process along with the produced object versions (and the related features describing their design state or respectively their consistency level).

So far, we have described the passive issues of the design, i.e. the structure of the design tasks and the composite design objects, which give us a continu-
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Figure 2.2: A view of the design process

sum for cooperation. But, we cannot control cooperation without the active elements of the design, i.e. the designers themselves. The activity of the designers affects the DBS in two ways:

- **design process**
  When a designer is assigned to a design task, he starts a design process (DP) (cf. Fig. 2.2) in order to generate a specific DO, say cpu47. During the design process the designer gets a couple of DO from the database and produces himself a couple of versions belonging to one DO (e.g. cpu47). DP are the run units of our system similar to transactions in conventional DBS. But opposed to transactions, design processes do not follow the ACID principle. Furthermore, DP are started from designers only, i.e. by real people and not by programs etc. This is necessary, because of our conflict resolution strategy.

- **conflict resolution**
  As mentioned above, designers work in parallel, use unreliable data and are aware of both these facts. If a designer uses unreliable data (i.e. a version of a DO not yet released) owned by a colleague and the version is to be changed, the DBS informs both designers of the conflict. The conflict resolution itself has to be made by the designers themselves, i.e. the change has to be revised (e.g. a new version from the object is built) or the designer uses the new version. During the conflict resolution phase, the DBS provides both the old and the new version. Furthermore, the DBS has to keep track of the conflict resolution process, especially of its result.

Summarizing, the engineering design is characterized by the following terms:

- Design tasks are divided into many subtasks.
- Each design task is performed by one designer (leading to a design process).
- Designers assigned to subtasks (within the design task hierarchy) work cooperatively together.
- The result of a design process is a design object.
- Each design object may exist in many versions.
- Each version is specified by a set of features.
- The designers know, that
  - they work in parallel and
  - use unreliable data.

Up to this point, we have introduced the basic concepts of design and cooperation grasping parallel design processes and the usage of object versions as the basis for cooperation. However, this logical model of the design cannot be viewed independently from the underlying software and hardware architecture. Since we do not want to detail or to discuss specific architectures, we outline only a typical design environment.

### 2.2 A physical view to design environments

In this chapter, we characterize the software and the hardware architecture in which design takes place [Dada88, Deppe87, Hirsd87b, Hirsd88a]. We assume a workstation-server architecture as shown in Fig. 2.3. The NDBS running on the server site provides a powerful and descriptive query language which allows for the selection and the manipulation of complex objects [Hirsd87b, Hirsd88b, Hirsd89, Hark82, Paul87, Dada86, Care86, Lori83, Lori84]. This application independent interface can be tailored to the needs of specific application classes like VLSI design, geometric modeling etc. The version manager is capable of manipulating complex-object versions, i.e. of creating and deleting versions, maintaining the derivation graph, etc. Moreover, the version manager provides the means for handling the features of complex-object versions. These features are used by the design manager to control cooperation, because they describe the correctness or the completeness of the related version.

The workstation site provides a data preparation layer managing the data transfer between workstation and server thereby transforming the object buffer representation to the server representation of the data (and vice versa). The object buffer organizes the data in a special main memory structure guaranteeing fast operational access comparable to pointer-references in programming languages.

In this environment (cf. Fig. 2.3), the processing spans three phases:

- **check-out**
  The designer puts claim to a set of object versions (of different objects) from the server thereby demanding sets of features of these object versions. The sets of features serve as a notion to describe the minimal correctness or completeness of versions causing them to be useful for the designer. After selecting the appropriate versions and testing the related authorization and access conditions as well as determining whether the data
3. The Framework

In this chapter, we will introduce a framework which allows the description of design objects, versions, features, and usage in a more formal fashion. Since, we do not want to introduce a specific data model, we do not consider the internal structure etc. of design objects. Firstly, we introduce the notion of features, which allows the definition of private, tentative, reliable and released versions as well as alternatives and variants of design objects (section 3.1). Afterwards, we demonstrate how we can use these notions to describe cooperation (section 3.2).

3.1 The Version Model

Design Objects

Design objects are characterized by three different aspects. Firstly, a design object is a complex object, i.e. it consists of a number of more elementary objects and a number of links among these objects. The specific representation of a design object is determined by the data model which we will not further discuss in this paper. Secondly, design objects are connected via aggregation in order to build more complex design objects (cf. design task hierarchy). Thirdly, design objects have to meet some kind of design specification, i.e. they have to fulfill a number of requirements, such as

- design goal, i.e. what is the purpose of the design object?
- design restrictions, i.e. the maximum size, weight or price of the design object,
- correctness, i.e. what proofs or tests are appropriate for the design object?
- organizational status, i.e. "ready for production" or other states defined by the enterprise.

We refer to those requirements which are known by the system as features. Some of these features can be seen as consistency rules, others may be described as algorithms, and still others may be stated by an authorized person. We do not further detail the description of the features, since this subject is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we can now define a design object (DO) as

- a complex object with
- a set of features (\(\text{ffds}\)).

In general, the set of features describes the design specification of the design object. We will refer to this set of features as \(\text{ffds} \). \(\text{ds}\) denotes a projection-operator which reduces the related feature set to features belonging to the design specification of the object, i.e. belonging to \(\text{MapDO(\text{DO}) = DO(\text{ff})}\). This set of features comprises basic features of the design object as well as optional features (in short terms \(\text{ffds} = (\text{ffdsb} \cup \text{ffdsu})\). The basic features \(\text{ffdsb}\) have to be fulfilled by the design objects (e.g. the instruction set of the CPU, the size of the memory, the overall geometrical size of the chip, etc.), whereas the optional features \(\text{ffdsu}\) also describe only goals which have to be realized as well as possible (e.g. the area to height ratio of the chip should be 3:1, the price should not exceed 520, etc.). Furthermore, we can now view a design task as an order to generate a design object specified by a certain set of features or simply, to generate \(\text{DO(\text{ffds})}\). Thus, we can refer to \(\text{ffds}\) as the specification of the design task.

---

Figure 2.3: A workstation-server architecture for engineering environments.

Cooperation is characterized by two aspects with respect to this design environment. Firstly, the only way to cooperate is via the central server. This implies that authorization, access, and consistency checks are performed on the whole database. Secondly, cooperation is controlled by the design manager using the set of features which is assigned to the version at the check-in phase and the (probably different) set of features which is claimed at the check-out phase.
A feature characterizes a special aspect of the design object or of a design object version which is important for the design task. For our framework we can restrict features to names which we will denote as $f_i$, $i \in \{1,...,n\}$.

- We call the complete set of all features the definition set, denoted as $Def_f = \{f_i\}, i = 1,...,n$.
- We call the complete set of all features the definition set, denoted as $Def_f = \{f_i\}, i = 1,...,n$.

**Functions:**

We distinguish between two functions, which map a (sub-) set of the definition set to specific design objects or alternatively to design object versions.

- Function: $MapDO: DO \rightarrow \{Def_f\}$; $DO$: design object assigns to a design object an element of the power set of the definition set. Often we abbreviate the result of $MapDO (DO_i)$ as $DO_i (f)$.

- Function: $MapV: V \rightarrow \{Def_f\}$; $V$: design object version

**Projections:**

We will introduce a lot of projection operators. In general, a projection operator selects a subset of a given feature set.

- Projection: $x: Def_f \rightarrow Def_f$ reduces a set of features $FS \in \{Def_f\}$ to another set of features $FS$ with $FS \in \{Def_f\}$.

Often we abbreviate the result of $x(FS)$ as $FS_x$. The combination of the function- and projection operators leads us to terms like $x(MapV(V_i))$ or abbreviated as $V_i (f)$. Furthermore, the projection operators belong to specific design objects, i.e., we have to mark the projection operators with their related design objects, denoted as $X_{DO}$. In order to simplify our notation we don't mark the projection operator if the connection to the design object is unambiguous.

In order to execute a design task, a design process is initiated. The design process will last hours, days, or weeks according to the complexity of the design task. During the design process the design object passes a number of (preliminary) design states. The design objects at these stages will obey only a subset of the features related to the design task. We call these preliminary design objects design versions of the design object or simply, versions. Clearly, versions always belong to exactly one design object and have the same structure as their design object.

**Versions**

Initially, versions must not obey any of the features related to their design object. However, they must be of the same complex object type as their design object and therefore, they have to satisfy the rules concerning the complex object definition (i.e., they have to be "constant" in the sense of the complex object data model). Since design processes are goal-oriented, the versions $(V)$ of a design object generated during the design processes will in general have growing sets of features, denoted as $V(f)$. According to the set of features provided by a version we can differentiate among private, tentative, reliable, and released versions.

- $V(f) = \{\}$: private version
- $V(f) \subseteq DO(f) ds$: tentative version
- $V(f) \supseteq DO(f) ds$: reliable and committed versions

Private versions do not provide any features, so they have no meaning for other designers. Therefore, they are not visible or accessible for other designers. Tentative versions offer a subset of the features specified by the design object. Thus, they are valuable for those designers who only essentially on these specific features. However, tentative versions are subject for changes in order to meet the full design specification. Reliable versions fulfill the basic features $(f)ds$ and provide the optional features $(f)a$ of the design specification, i.e., the design of these versions has reached its goal thereby finishing the design phase. However, reliable versions may be changed in order to improve some of the optional features $(f)a$ or because of other reasons. In many applications there is a need to prohibit some versions from any changes (e.g., versions of design objects which are ready for manufacturing). We call reliable versions which can no longer be changed, committed or released versions. Often, versions have to pass a specific release action (some kind of protocol defined by the enterprise) in order to become a released version.

As you noticed, we use "\(=\)" instead of "\(\subseteq\)" in the definition of reliable and released versions. This is due to additional features: $(f)ds \subseteq (f)a$. During the design process, the designer achieves the design specification by making many design decisions which lead to an increasingly more concrete and detailed design object. Some of these design decisions have impact on the overall design object. Therefore, they may be important for other designers. We call the features related to these design decisions additional features or simply, $(f)a$ (e.g., the chip will be operable in a high range of temperatures, the chip will be robust against oscillations of the power supply, etc.). Thus, a version $(V)$ of a design object provides two sets of features:

$$V(f) = (f)ds \cup (f)a;\; V(f)ds \subseteq DO(f)ds \wedge V(f)a \wedge DO(f)ds = \{\}$$

Using these terms, we can easily define alternatives and variants.

**Alternatives and Variants**

Generally speaking, alternative solutions are solutions which are equivalent in the sense that they solve the problem and which are different with regard to the methods or other things they use. In our terminology, we can define "alternative" more precisely: design versions of one design object are alternative with respect to a set of features $(f)$, if they provide at least these features: $(f) \subset V(f)$. The special case, that $(f)$ describes the specification of the design object, i.e., $(f) = (f)ds$, we call these alternative versions.

$$\rightarrow design\; alternatives: \; V(f)ds = DO(f)ds$$

Design alternatives, or simply alternatives, are special versions which are alternative with respect to the design specification. As mentioned above, versions provide an additional set of features $(f)a$ which describes specific characteristics of the related version. We call the versions which obey the design specification and provide special characteristics

$$\rightarrow design\; variants: \; V(f)ds = DO(f)ds \wedge V(f)a \neq \{\}$$

| Private versions: | $V(f) = \{\}$ |
| Tentative versions: | $V(f) \subseteq DO(f)ds$ |
| Reliable and committed versions: | $V(f) \supseteq DO(f)ds$ |
or in other words: all design alternatives which provide additional features are called design variants.

Based on the notion of design objects, design versions (including alternatives and variants), and sets of features, we can define a set of operations to retrieve and to manipulate each of them.

**Operations on design objects:**

- **Create / Delete design object**
  
  Creates generates an empty design object, i.e. a design object without any version. Furthermore, this operation defines the object's structure (aggregation relation, elementary objects and links among them), the structure of the derivation graph (e.g. list, tree, directed acyclic graph), and the set of features, i.e. the object specification. Delete discards a design object including all versions of the design object.

- **Select <design objects>**
  
  Selects design objects on behalf of their attribute values, their versions, or of their features.

**Operations on design versions**

- **Create/Delete <design versions>**
  
  Generates/discards a design version. The creation of a version leads always to a private version. Committed or released versions cannot be deleted.

- **Select <design versions>**
  
  Selects design versions within one design object on behalf of their attributes or their features.

- **Connect/Disconnect <design version> To/From <derivation graph>**
  
  These operations maintain the derivation graph of a design object; the structure of the graph and other constraints (e.g. the fan-out of tree-node is less than 5) are sustained.

- **Upgrade <design version>**
  
  The data and the set of features of the version are changed. In general, we assume that the version is replaced by a newer and therefore, by a more complete one. Thus, we call an upgrade:

  - **consistent upgrade**
    
    (if \( V(f)_{ds-old} \subseteq V(f)_{ds-new} \))
    
    The new versions provide more features of the object specification than the old one; the additional features \( f \) may differ.

  - **safe upgrade**
    
    (if \( V(f)_{ds-old} \subseteq V(f)_{ds-new} \land V(f)_{a-old} \subseteq V(f)_{a-new} \))
    
    The new versions provide more features (including additional features) than the old one.

  - **corrective upgrade**
    
    (if \( V(f)_{-old} = V(f)_{-new} \))
    
    The data of the version are replaced by the new one. However, the set of features of the version remains unchanged, i.e. all features remain valid with the new data.

- **Downgrade <design version>**
  
  The data and the set of features of the version are changed. Contrary to the upgrade operation, the new version provides less features than the old one. Analogously, we call a downgrade:

  - **non-consistent downgrade**
    
    (if \( V(f)_{ds-old} \not\subseteq V(f)_{ds-new} \))
    
    Some features of the design specification which were provided by the old version are no longer provided by the new version.

- **uncertain downgrade**
  
    (if \( V(f)_{ds-old} = V(f)_{ds-new} \land V(f)_{a-old} \not\subseteq V(f)_{a-new} \))
    
    Some additional features are no longer provided by the new version; the features related to the design specification remain unchanged.

**Operations on features**

- **Define <feature> Control is <...>**
  
  Defines a feature and gives the DBMS a means (i.e. rules, a procedure, an "authorized person", etc.) to control the feature.

- **Assign/Remove <feature> To/From <feature set>**
  
  Assigns/removes the feature to/from a set of features of a design object or a design version.

- **Discard <feature>**
  
  Removes the feature from the DBMS, if it is not assigned to a feature set.

Up to this point, we have introduced a version model which allows the definition of (complex) design objects along with application-oriented versions, alternatives, and variants based on application-oriented features. Furthermore, we have introduced a couple of specific operations on versions such as upgrade, downgrade, correction, etc. In the following chapter, we will show, how we can use this version model to describe cooperation.

### 3.2 The Cooperation Model

Remember, we have introduced cooperation as the mutually affected design of two (or more) designers, i.e.

- one designer (the creator) produces versions of his design object which
- another designer (the user) needs in order to complete his own design task.

**The creator**

The creator of a version has the task to produce at least one version of this design object which fits the design specification. Often this design object is one part of a more complex design object (e.g. actually designed by the "father" design task, cf. Fig. 2.1). Thus, the creator is asked by other designers to make intermediate results of his own design visible to them, i.e. to provide versions of his design object along with their features. Doing this, the creator wants some of his rights on this version, i.e. changing or deleting this version has to be adjusted to comply with the wishes of the users of the version. However, the creator is the only person who has the right to do this. Besides the provision of versions the creator receives hints from the users as to what features of his design are actually needed by the users (i.e. he has to look at the usage specifications related to his versions). Since the creator wants to cooperate with his colleagues in order to reach a common design goal, he will try to provide the required features as soon as possible. Furthermore, the creator is responsible for the complete version set of his design object along with the related feature sets. In particular, finishing his design requires that only committed versions (and therefore consistent versions) are left. Thus, the creator is interested in keeping his version set to a minimum, i.e. he is interested in using the upgrade operation instead of the creation of new versions. Often the creator has to integrate other design objects in his own design object and therefore becomes a user.

**The user**

The user has to integrate a design object (i.e. a version of the design object) into his own design. Related to the design state of his own design the user needs only a version of the used object which provides a subset of the features describing the design specification. If he uses such a tentative version, he wants the assurance that this version won't be changed or deleted without
his agreement, because his own design relies fundamentally on this version. Furthermore, he wants to give hints to the creator of the version what features he will need to proceed with his design. However, using a version does not allow for the change of the version by himself.

As mentioned previously, the design processes of the creator and the user have to be active in order to cooperate, because otherwise a mutual affection is not possible. Summarizing, we can characterize cooperation as follows: The creator influences the design of the user by generating versions with growing sets of features: the users of the version will concentrate on such parts of their own design which rely mainly on features of the used version which have been already realized. However, the user will influence the design of the creator of the used version by demanding specific features which should be realized next. Thus, the interchange of preliminary object versions and of hints how the whole design should proceed is the gist of cooperation.

The cooperation process

Users have to integrate versions into their own design object’s versions, which provide a specified set of features. Therefore, they have to look for versions which are suitable for their own design, i.e. for versions which provide at least this set of features. Often the search for the standard “catalogue of standard objects” and objects which belong to their project hierarchy, i.e. cooperation is only possible among siblings and father and children of the project hierarchy. The cooperation is initiated by establishing a usage relation between two versions thereby specifying the set of the demanded features. We call this set of features usage specification or simply. (f)us.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projection operators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>us: features of the usage specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usb: basic features of the usage specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uso: optional features of the usage specification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following integrity constraints hold for a set of features (f):

1. \( (f)\ us = (f)\ usb \cup (f)\ uso \)
2. \( (f)\ usb \cap (f)\ uso = \{\} \)

Analogously to the design specification, we can split the usage specification in basic features (f)usb which have to be satisfied by the used object version and optional features (f)uso which should be realized next or which have to be fulfilled as well as possible (in short terms (f)us = (f)usb \cup (f)uso). Looking at the features demanded (f)us and the features provided by a version \( V(f) \), the DBMS can recognize a lot of situations and perform the appropriate actions.

* (f)usb \subseteq V(f)usb \land (f)uso \subseteq V(f)uso

This version file should be released at least with \( V(f) \) us, in order to forbid any further changes of that version.

→ The DBMS should inform the creator of the version, that the version should be released.

* \( (f)\ us \subseteq V(f) \land (f)\ usb \cap V(f) = \{\} \land (f)\ uso \cap V(f) = \{\} \)

the user of the version relies on optional or additional features of the version, thereby appointing these features.

→ The DBMS should inform the creator of the version that one of the optional or additional features \((f)\ us = (f)\ usb \cap V(f) = \{\} \land (f)\ uso \cap V(f) = \{\} \)

the user of the version needs some features which are a part of the design specification, but which are not provided from the version at this time, i.e. the user gives some hints to the creator of the version which features should be realized next.

→ The DBMS should inform the creator of the version that the user needs a set of features \((f)\ usb \cap DO(f)\ dso = \{\} \)

* (f)uso \subseteq DO(f)\ dso

→ The user requests some features \((f)\ us = (f)\ us \cap DO(f)\ dso = \{\} \) which are not part of the design specification.

→ The DBMS should inform the user that he has to file a change of the design specification.

So far, all these actions are invoked by the user of versions, i.e. by connecting two versions via a usage relation. On the other hand, we can think of actions which are caused by the creators of versions, i.e. the production of a version with an extended set of features or the up-/downgrade of used versions is an interesting event for users. Thus, the users are interested in getting information about the production of new versions which are meaningful for them (i.e. more of the features of (f)us are satisfied by the new version). However, the creators are concerned to inform the users about new versions as well. Firstly, this results from the principle that a design can only be finished if all produced versions are committed. Therefore, all private and tentative versions have to be deleted at the end of the design. Secondly, the creator of the version has the utmost interest to keep his version set minimal in order to cope with the interdependencies among his versions, the various sets of features related to the versions and the users of the versions. Of course, deletion, upgrade, or downgrade of used versions have to be adjusted to the wishes of the users of the version. Again, the DBMS can recognize a lot of different situations:

* **safe upgrade**

Since the used version is replaced by a more complete one, it suffices to notify the users about the upgrade. Furthermore, the DBMS can indicate the new features. This can be detailed to really useful features, i.e. to features which were demanded by the user.

* **consistent upgrade**

Since the new version is closer to the design specification than the old one, the version will be replaced and the users will be notified about the change. However, optional or additional features might be changed. Thus, the old version is kept by the DBMS until all users agree to the change. This gives the users the possibility to adjust their design to the new version.

* **downgrade**

Since some features of the design specification are lost in the new version, the downgrade operation requires the agreement of all users of the version. The operation is postponed until all users have agreed.

* **deletion**

Private versions can be deleted at any time, whereas committed versions are not deletable at all. Tentative versions can be deleted if they are not used, otherwise the operation is postponed until all users have agreed.

We do not detail further possibilities due to space limitations and proceed to aspects concerning the control of cooperation. As mentioned above, the DBMS often informs the designer about changes of the design environment or postpones operations which would cause a conflict among the designers. In the following, we will concentrate on the conflict resolution process and the related communication process among the designers and show, how the DBMS can support these processes.

The conflict resolution process

So far, we have outlined a version model which supports multiple levels of consistency by the notion of feature sets as well as a number of operations.
maintaining versions and feature sets. The exploitation of this knowledge along with the distinction between creators and users of versions allows the DBMS to detect different kinds of conflicts. However, the DBMS is not capable of solving the conflicts by itself. Firstly, backing out the conflicting operations would destroy the hours or days of a designer's work. Moreover, deleting a part of a complex object (on which the conflict had occurred) often violates the consistency of the whole object in an unpredictable way. Secondly, the DBMS has not enough knowledge to solve the conflict by going forward, i.e. by adjusting the objects. Thus, the DBMS can only support the conflict resolution process, i.e.:

- **conflict detection**
  The DBMS can detect different kinds of conflicts based on the usage relation, the feature sets (\(f\)ds and \(f\)us) and the operations.

- **conflict resolution**
  The DBMS freezes the environment of the conflict. Thus, revoking of the operation which caused the conflict or adjusting the data (with knowledge of the conflicting operation) is possible. The notification service of the DBMS initiates a communication process among the participants of the conflict. The conflict resolution has to be done by discussion among these participants or by direction of a responsible manager. The outcome is passed to the book-keeping service of the DBMS. This can be performed by sending a message to the DBMS (e.g. on agreement to an upgrade operation) or by manipulating the data (e.g. removing a usage relation).

- **notification service**
  The DBMS notifies all participants of a conflict, i.e. each participant is informed about the other participants, the versions on which the conflict has occurred and the operation which caused the conflict.

- **book-keeping service**
  Firstly, the book-keeping service takes notes about conflicts (participants, versions, operations) and their outcome. This includes checking the outcome for plausibility, i.e. checking the adjusted feature sets (\(f\)us \(\Rightarrow f\)ds) or checking whether a usage relation has been removed. Secondly, the book-keeping service is responsible for the actions which have to be done after conflict resolution, i.e. performing postponed operations, etc.

Thus, the DBMS (i.e. the design manager, cf. 2.3) has to be able to use a notification service like electronic mail to send messages to designers and to receive messages from designers. Furthermore, the DBMS has to serve as an information center about open conflicts, duration of conflict resolution processes, the actual state of a conflict resolution process, etc.

4. **Summary**

The employment of DBMS in design environments was the motivation to improve the data modeling capabilities of these systems. However, the data processing facilities of the DBMS were not adjusted. Thus, the transaction concept which was developed to guarantee logical single user mode didn't fit the requirements of cooperative design environments. In particular, the notion of consistency within the transaction concept is opposed to the situation in design databases, which are in an inconsistent state over a long time. Thus, we have to define a new notion of consistency in order to allow the DBMS to support cooperative design processes.

It is a very difficult task to define the consistency of a design object in a formal way and, moreover, to define different consistency levels for (the versions of) the design objects. Thus, we have introduced the notion of feature sets. Firstly, we use feature sets to describe the goal of the design, i.e. we use them as a means for the design specification. We can easily differentiate among basic, optional and additional features. Any subset of the design specification forms a distinct consistency level, i.e. the consistency of a design object version is described by a subset of the design specification. Thus, design of an object can be depicted as the task to generate versions of the object with growing (sub-)sets of features until the design specification is reached. The depletion of the design task even holds for cooperative design, by which the design task is spread over several designers. Two or more design processes cooperate, if one process produces an object version (along with a set of features) which is used (i.e. integrated) by other processes. Thereby the users demand specific features which have to be provided by the used version (again differentiated in basic and optional features).

Conflicts occur among (cooperative) design processes as well as among transactions if the basic consistency rule is violated, i.e. if the serializability of transactions (often indicated by a read/write conflict) or the growth of a version's feature set is affected. Analogously to the read/write operations in transaction systems all operations on feature sets are subject for conflicts in cooperative design environments. We have introduced the upgrade (safe, consistent, correct) and the downgrade (non-consistent, uncertain) operation as the means for cooperative design. Contrary to transaction systems there is no way to solve conflicts in an automatic manner (i.e. backing out is not applicable and going forward (making the data consistent) is usually not possible). Thus, the DBMS can only assist the designers by cooperation. The DBMS detects conflicts, saves the environment of the conflict and initiates a communication process among the participants of the conflict. The conflict resolution itself has to be done by the designers themselves. Thus, the DBMS serves as notification and book-keeping center.

Our future work will concentrate on acquiring experience in this framework. Therefore, we will have to take a closer look to the description of features and means to control them. In particular, the representation of these means within the DBMS and their efficient execution poses a lot of problems. Furthermore, the point in time when these means should be executed have to be carefully selected.
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